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(Nigeria); William Sydney Charles Copeman, M.D.Camb.; Sidney
Smith, M.B.Lond., Brevet Lieut.-Colonel R.A.M.C. (Hong Kong);
Edward Humfrey Vere Hodge, M.D.Camb., Lieut.-Colonel I.M.S.
(Calcutta); Charles Cady Ungley, M.D.Durh: (Newcastle-upon-
Tyne); Richard Desmond Curran, M.B.Camb.; Allan William.Spence, M.D.Camb.; Robert Stevenson Aitken, M.B.New Zeal.;
Arnold Ashley Miles; Harry Edward Mansell, M.B.Oxf.; Thomas
Anwyl Davies, M.D.Lond.; Dame Louise Mcllroy, D.B.E., M.D.
Glas.; Edward Johnson Wayne, M.B.Leeds (Sheffield); Henry
Ashbourne Treadgold, C.B.E., M.D.Lond., Group Captain
R.A.F.M.S. (Elstree); Harold Kingston Graham-Hodgson, C.V.O.,
M.B.Durh.; Reginald St. Alban Heathcote, M.D.Oxf. (Cardiff);
Philip Graham Stock, C.B., C.B.E., M.B.Bristol; John Frederick
Wilkinson, M.D.Manch. (Stockport); and under By-law XXXVIII
(b) Ernest Laurence Kennaway, M.D.Oxf., D.Sc.Lond., F.R.S.;
William Porter MacArthur, D.S.O., O.B.E., D.Sc., M.D.Belf.,
Major-General, A.M.S.
Viscount Dawson of Penn was re-elected representative of

the College on the Governing Body of the British Post-
Graduate Medical School, and Dr. Archibald Malloch the
representative at the celebration (at Philadelphia) of the
fifteenth anniversary of the founding of the College of
Physicians of Philadelphia on May 14.

The following were admitted Members of the College:
Mohammed Attia Abboud, M.B.Cairo, Sitaram Damodar

Ambegaonker, M.B.Bomb., Major John Bennet, M.D.Ed., R.A.M.C.,
Roy Clarke, M.B.Oxf., Ewan Lawrie Corlette, M.B.Sydney,
Guy Pascoe Crowden, L.R.C.P., Emmanuel Andrew Danino,
M.D.Lond., Leslie John Davis, M.D.Ed., William Alexander Elliott,
M.B.Camb., Ahmed Mahmoud El Nakah, M.B.Cairo, Noel Gordon
Harris, M.D.Lond., George William Hearn, M.B.Lond., Charles
Anthony Hinds-Howell, M.B.Oxf., Kenneth Tamworth Hughes,
M.B.Sydney, Archibald Louis Percy Jeffery, M.D.Lond., Manoah
Robert Kark, L.R.C.P., Heneage Marchant Kelsey, M.B.Lond.,
Frederick Harold Kemp, M.B.Birm., Mrs. Phyllis Margaret
Kerridge, L.R.C.P., Samuel Lazarus, M.D.Glas., Archibald John
McCall, M.B.Liverp., Murray McGeorge, M.B.New Zeal., Richard
Alfred Amyas Pellew, M.B.Adelaide, William Gwynfryn Rees,
M.B.Oxf., John Samuel Richardson, M.B.Camb., Charles Ronald
St. Johnston, M.B.Birm., Joseph Smart, M.B.Camb., Seth Kenneth
Squires, M.B.Lond., Stephen James Lake Taylor, M.B.Lond.,
Henry Renwick Vickers, M.B.Sheff., Denis John Williams, M.D.
Manch., Reginald Alexander Wilson, M.D.McGill.

Licences to practise, and special diplomas, were granted;
the names will appear next week.

BRITISH COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND
GYNAECOLOGISTS

At the quarterly meeting of the Council, held in the College
House on April 24, with the President, Sir Ewen Maclean, in
the chair, the following were promoted to the Fellowship and
formally admitted by the President. O'D. T. D. Browne,
Dublin, J. R. C. Canney, Cambridge, R. H. J. M. Corbet,
Dublin, *T. F. Corkill, Wellington, New Zealand, *H. D.
De Sa, Bombay, Charlotte A. Douglas, Edinburgh, H. H.
Evers, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, A. 0. Gray, London, S. B. Herd,
Liverpool, *Charlotte L. Houlton, Delhi, A. C. McAllister,
London, W. McK. H. McCullagh, London, *G. H. Mahony,
Patna, P. Malpas, Liverpool, *M. Mehta, Bombay, D. Miller,
Edinburgh, *C. MacD. Plumptre, Madras, F. Roques, London,
H. H. Seymour, Hove, H. L. Shepherd, Bristol, J. E. Stacey,
Sheffield, *B. H. Swift, Adelaide.
The following were admitted to Membership of the College:
G. S. Adam, Australia,*R. F. W. K. Allen, Nagpur, Doris C.

Bates, Australia, *F. A. Bellingham, Australia, Margaret G.
Bott, Nottingham, *Edith M. Brown, India, H. H. Caple,
Canada, W. Clement, Glasgow, D. I. Finlayson, Edinburgh,
W. F. Flint, Glasgow, U. Pati Gupta, India, W. Hunter,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, C. W. A. Kimbell, New Zealand, W. A.
Liston, Edinburgh, Barbara M. Macewen, London, Margaret
M. McDowall, Halifax, K. A. McGarrity, Australia,
G. Maizels, Hull, *Gladys H. Marchant, Lucknow, C. F.
Marks, Australia, H. S. Morton, London, B. C. Murless,
London, L. Rich, Manchester, C. E. B. Rickards, Manchester,
G. W. Robson, Canada, J. M. Sanson, Edinburgh, J. W.
Schabort, South Africa, C. P. Scott, London, *Lydia I. H.
Torrance, Calcutta, W. Waddell, South Africa.
At the annual general meeting of the College, held on

April 24 with the President, Sir Ewen Maclean, in the chair,
the following were elected to the Council in place of those
retiring by statutory rotation. Representatives of the Fellows:
Mr. J. P. Hedley, Professor E. Farquhar Murray, Professor
Gilbert Innes Strachan, Professor William Gough, and Mr.
D. G. Madill. Representatives of the Members: Mr.
J. W. G. H. Riddell, Mr. John Sturrock, and Mr. A. W. Spain.

* In absentia.

Medical Notes in Parliament

Lord Astor gave notice that in the House of Lorols on
May 5 he would draw attention to the report of the
Advisory Committee on Nutrition to the Ministry of
Health.
The second reading of the Methylated Spirits (Scotland)

Bill will be moved in the House of Lords on June 1 by
Lord Kinnaird.
The House of Commons this week discussed the Live-

stock Industry Bill, and read it a third time on May 4.
A debate was arranged on the salary of the Secretary for
Mines, and the adjournment motion was taken on May 6.
The Government has arranged for the House to rise till
May 24.

Progress of Bills
The Woodhall Spa Urban District Council Bill to

provide for the utilization and development of the mineral
springs in the district of the council, has passed the House
of Lords, and was read a first time in the House of
Commons on April 28.
The Protection of Animals Bill, " to protect animals

which, though nominally wild, are, in fact, kept in captivity
or confinement and released for the purpose of being
hunted or coursed," was read a first time in the House of
Commons on April 28.
The Hydrogen Cyanide (Fumigation) Bill was reported

in the House of Lords with one amendment on April 28.
It was read a third time on May 4 and passed.
The Physical Training and Recreation Bill passed

through a Standing Committee of the House of Commons
on April 29 with slight amendments.
The Royal Assent was given in the House of Lords on

April 29 to the Army and Air Force (Annual) Act, to the
Education (Deaf Children) Act, and to the Edinburgh
Royal Maternity and Simpson Memorial Hospital Order
Confirmation Act.

Factories Bill in Committee
On April 20 the Standing Committee of the House of

Commons which is examining the Factories Bill resumed dis-
cussion of Clause 63 (General conditions as to hours and
employment of women and young persons), and the Chairman
allowed a general debate on a series of amendments proposed
by Mr. Alfred Short which collectively would reduce the
hours of labour for women and young persons to 40 in
-any week. Mr. SHORT said women were more prone to acci-
dents than men, and now that workshops were being brought
into the Factories Bill there would be a further increase in
accidents. The Home Secretary had already given statistics
showing that the accident rate for boys and girls was much
higher than for men in 1928, and that in the cotton district
the accidents occurring to women and young persons while
cleaning machinery were twice and thrice the proportion of
accidents occurring to men. It was stated that in London
alone 5,364 boys under 16 worked seventy-two hours a week.
If children from 14 onwards were to work forty-eight hours
a week and children over 16 forty-eight hours a week plus
overtime, what opportunities would they have for recreation
of the kind which was proposed in another Bill introduced
by the Government?
Wing Commander WRIGHT, as an employer with a factory

in which much repetitive work was done, said employers
could get the same sort of production with much shorter
hours. One of the problems of the day in Birmingham was
that -employers could not get juveniles for instruction in the
trade because they were lured away into industries which
paid wages higher than they would receive during their
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period of instruction. When they arrived at a certain age
and were thrown out on the streets they were useless and
had a wrong mentality.

WORKING HOURS OF JUVENILES UNDER 16
Sir JOHN SIMON said he had studied this subject at the

Home Office and had been making inquiries for some time.
As far as the present law was concerned in the matter of
permitted hours, young persons between 14 and 18 and women
of any age were all treated on a level. The hours at present
permitted for women and young persons were fifty-five and
a half in textile factories and sixty in other factories. In
most cases these hours were never touched. At present there
was an agreed working week-say of forty-eight hours-and
in addition a large quantity of overtime, which might extend
over the whole year. The present Bill contained a gradation
as regards hours, and it was for the Committee to decide
whether that gradation was steep enough. There was a statu-
tory limit of forty-eight hours a week for women, with per-
missive overtime limited both in number of hours and number
of weeks. For young persons between 16 and 18 the hours
were forty-eight a week with a more limited provision con-

cerning overtime, and for persons between 14 and 16 there
could not be any overtime. Then came the question whether
the Committee could do better than in the Bill as regards
juveniles between 14 and 16. He hoped that they could.
In the recent Shops Act forty-eight hours was deliberately
fixed for young people between 14 and 16 in shops. In the
unregulated trades, such as the work of page boys in hotels,
boys working lifts, and so on, forty-eight hours had been
recommended for juveniles between 14 and 16. Therefore
the Bill did not lag behind recent standards either adopted or

recommended, but the Committee ought to endeavour to go
further.
The problem of interdependence of juvenile and adult

work in the cotton industry was difficult, and if a substantial
difference in the number of hours worked by youthful helpers
and others was suddenly decided upon, very serious reorgan-
ization would be required in those industries. He had received
help from the Factories Department in this matter and had
begun to make inquiries outside in various industries. Before
the Bill left the House of Commons he would like to see a

reduction in -the permitted hours of juveniles between 14 and
16. He had asked the medical advisers to the Home Office
whether they thought the existing forty-eight hours could be
said to be injurious to health, and they replied that on
present information this could not be said, though they would
be glad to see more time for leisure and recreation. The
Committee must remember that when it talked about forty-
eight hours for these young persons, it meant working that
number of hours week in, week out, with the exception of
very limited holidays and at times when young persons did
not feel as fit as usual. That had to be borne in mind, even

although his impartial advisers could not say that a forty-
eight-hour week for these juveniles proved injurious to health.

HOURS TO BE REDUCED

Mr. GIBBINS asked whether the Minister's medical advisers
when suggesting that forty-eight hours a week between 14
and 16 was not injurious had had regard to the consequences
later in life for young persons who worked those hours.
Sir ERNEST GRAHAM-LITTLE asked whether Sir John Simon
knew the unanimous opinion expressed in the medical press
on this subject.

Sir JOHN SIMON said, on general grounds, it would be better
to get the hours reduced, and he would endeavour to secure
on the floor of the House that the Bill was altered to provide
that for juveniles between 14 and 16 years of age the
maximum permitted hours of working should be reduced by
statute beyond what was provided in the Bill. He had not
yet sufficient information on what the new number of hours
should be. It would not be possible to introduce the pro-
vision as early as other provisions in the Bill, and there must
be time for important industries to reorganize, but they could
possibly bring the improvements into force within two years.

They must leave to an industry the opportunity of proving,

if it could, that in each case a figure differing fyom the new

statutory figure but not necessarily as much as forty-eight-
was justified. The industry would have to prove: first, that
the hours could not reasonably be regarded as injurious to
the- health of young people; secondly, that the proper carrying
on of that industry made it desirable that young people
should work these longer hours side by side with their
elders; and, thirdly, that juveniles would be engaged in such
work as would familiarize them with and train them for pro-

cesses in which the older people were employed and would
be likely to lead up to their employment as adult workers in
those processes.

Mr. SILKIN asked if the modified proposals would apply
only to children between 14 and 16. Sir JOHN SIMON replied
that this was so. Mr. VIANT said the Opposition were dis-
appointed at the speech of the Home Secretary. The Com-
mittee ought to be ready to limit the hours of labour to forty
for young persons, and the industrialists would fall into line.
The discussion was adjourned until April 22, when Sir JOHN

SIMON said that on further reflection he did not think it
would be a good plan for the Committee to pass the Bill
back to the House without making any adjustment in the
matter of juveniles under 16 and to wait for the Report stage
for new proposals to be tabled. The modifications he had
sketched out would come into force after an interval possibly
of two years, and would have to be expressed in a clause
which provided that after that interval the figure 48 would be
altered to a smaller one. That could properly be done in a
new clause which would follow the one on the general con-
ditions as to hours of employment of women and young
persons, and he undertook that the Government would put
down a new clause during the Committee stage.

Mr. W. W. WAKEFIELD said the new clause would deal
only with young persons from 14 to 16, but the progress of
education was such that before long young persons under 15
would not enter industry, and the new clause, therefore, would
deal only with persons between the ages of 15 and 16. He
asked the Home Secretary to reconsider the hours of work
of young persons of 16 to 18.

MEDICAL OPINION

Sir ERNEST GRAHAM-LITTLE said medical and educational
arguments made a special class of the children from 14 to 16
years. That class was relatively small, and would be smaller
in the near future. Medical opinion unanimously wished to
restrict the hours of labour of children from 14 to 16 years.
In that period the whole structure of the child, physical and
psychological, changed. The mental and physical state of
the child in those years was in turmoil. The child ought not
to be in a factory at all. When the child left school at 14
years of age and went inlto a factory. he was unfitted for this
complete break and soon lost the keenness and enthusiasm
which he acquired in school. The work done by children in
factories at that age was not a preparation for trade, and
there was a great period of indolence instead of mental
activity because of the absence of iticentive. At 18, when
the children were thrown again on the labour market, they
were lifeless persons, whereas the child at 14 was intellectu-
ally curious and anxious to learn more.

The Committee then divided on the amendment moved by
Mr. Alfred Short on April 22 to insert the word " forty " for
the words " forty-eight," and this was defeated by 24 to 15.

Mr. RHYS DAVIES moved an amendment to provide that
the period of employment for women and young persons
should not exceed ten hours in any day instead of the eleven
hours specified in the Bill. Mr. GEOFFREY LLOYD said Mr.
Rhys Davies confused the hours of employment with the
period of employment. The period of employment was made
up of the hours of employment plus intervals for meals and
rest. The amendment would confine the employment period
to a shorter time by restricting meal times and rest intervals.
The amendment was withdrawn.

The Committee agreed to an amendment substituting 7 a.m.
for 6 a.m. as the hour at which employment of women and

young persons in factories might begin. He said reports of

THE BRITISH
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inspectors showed that nowadays factory employment did not
begin before 7 a.m. unless there was a special reason for
doing so, and the Government was prepared to agree that it
should not begin before that hour except in special caEes'
auithorized by the Home Secretary. A new clause would be
moved later on dealing with exceptions as to the hours of
commencement.

Mr. SILKIN moved to substitute 6 p.m. for 8 p.m. as the
hour at which on days other than Saturdays the employment
of women and young persons in factories should cease. He
said this was to meet the concern felt for the physical fitness
and continued education of young children. Mr. BROAD
approved the application of the amendment to women, of
whom a great proportion had to keep their homes going, do
shopping and housework, and look after children or even

maintain disabled husbands although they worked in factories.
Lady ASTOR supported this argument, and said that girls all
over the country were going to factories from long distances
as the new housing estates had not been built around the
factories.

Mr. GEOFFREY LLOYD said the hour of stopping work was

governed in practice by the hour of starting. In a number
of factories the work started relatively late at 8.30 a.m. or
9 a.m., and in other factories longer meal times were given,
or both circumstances prevailed, so that work continued until
6.30 p.m. or 7 p.m., or perhaps until 7.30 p.m. or 8 p.m. on

some days for the convenience of the workers. These condi-
tions were largely settled in consultation with the workpeople.

There was some further discuission, after which Mr. LLOYD
said he was impressed by the way in which members had put
their objections. It was not reasonable to say that an adult
woman could not start work at 8.30 a.m. or 9 a.m. in any cir-
cumstances, but young persons had a special case. If the Com-
mittee would pass the clause as it stood the Home Office
would reconsider it and ask the assistance of Opposition
members in pointing out examples where the proposed hours
would constitute an abuse. It was not safe to make a con-

cession at this stage. Mr. Silkin's amendment was then
withdrawn.

Mr. GRAHAM-WHITE moved to omit the words "or young
persons" from a subsection of Clause 68, which provides that
a woman or young person could be employed up to four and
a half hours without an interval for meal or rest or up to
five hours if a break of ten minutes was allowed in the
course of the spell. He said this amendment was made in
conjunction with the other amendment for limiting the spells
of work for young persons to three and a half hours. Mr.
LLOYD said the provision in the Bill was put in as a result
of the experience of the Factory Department to provide the
intervals and rest pauses which were necessary, and to avoid
unnecessarily long rest pauses, which were resented by the
workers concerned. As a result of work by the Medical
Research Council these proposals had been incorporated in
the Bill. The Committee negatived the amendment.

Sir ERNEST GRAHAM-LITTLE moved to substitute "three
hours " for " four and a half " as the length of the con-

tinuous spell. He said it was established that spells of work
of more than three hours were so long that the attention
flagged, and the incidence of accidents was largely increased
by inattention. Thr ee hours was enough to exhaust the

capacity of a child of 14 to 16. He asked whether it was not
possible in this provision to separate women from children.
There was no reason to separate women from men from the

medical point of view, but reason to separate women from
children. Mr. GEOFFREY LLOYD said the conclusion that three

hours -was the maximum spell that should prevail was not
the conclusion to which the Industrial Health Research Board
came after examination of sickness records and so on. The

Board concluded that it was impossible to obtain reliable

evidence that a change in the duration of work spells affected

sickness rates. Therefore, medical opinion in this matter was

divided. But reports of factory inspectors tended to show

that it was not at the end of a period of work, even in regard
to young persons, that accidents mostly occurred. They tended

to- occur about the beginning of work or during periods of

maximum production.

Sir Ernest Graham-Little's amendment was negatived.
Mr. WHITE moved to leave out the permission allowing the

working spell to be five hours with a ten-minuLte break, but
this was defeated by 22 to 9. The Committee then adjourned
until April 27.

INTERVALS FOR MEALS

When discussion was continued on April 27, Mr. SILKIN
moved to provide that vwhere young persons were employed
during the hours of 11.30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. an interval of

not less than three-quarters of an hour should be allowed
between those hours for dinner if taken in the factory or in

a building of which the factoiy formed part, or of one hour

if not taken in such buildings. Sir JOHN SIMON said the exist-

ing powers of the Home Office as regards welfare orders did

not give an actual mandatory power to make directions on the

length of the interval for meals. The amendment was

negatived, and the CHAIRMAN then suggested that amendments

on the paper dealing with the employment of women before

and after childbirth should better be discussed as a new

clause. Mr. GRAHAM WHITE and Mr. RHYS DAViEs agreed
to this.
On the motion that Clause 68 as amended stand part of the

Bill, Sir WALTER SMILES said that he had made inquiries in

Blackburn from working people themselves, and found they
preferred children to go to work before they were 15 and to

work forty-eight hours a week. They pointed out that the

children got better discipline in the factories than they
seemed to do in the schools. Sir ERNEST GRAHAM-LITTLE said

no part of the Bill aroused more attention from medical and

educational authorities than the reduction of hours for young
persons between 14 and 15, and if possible between 16 and 18.
Sir JOHN SIMON said there would be later opportunities for

debating this matter. By supporting the present clause Sir

Ernest would promote the object he had in view. Lady ASTOR

asked whether on the new clause the Committee could discuss
the hours of those from 16 to 18. Sir JOHN SIMON said these
had been discussed on Clause 68. The new clause would deal

with persons between 14 and 16. Overtime for persons
between 16 and 18 would arise on Clause 70.
The Committee approved the clauses amended by 34 votes

to 18. Clause 69 (Notice fixing hours of employment) was

ordered to stand part of the Bill without discussion.

THE QUESTION OF OVERTIME

On Clause 70 (Overtime employment of women and young
persons over 16) Mr. ELLIS SMITH moved to leave out the
reference to young persons who had attained the age of 16.
After discussion Sir JOHN SIMON said the present legal hours
for young persons between 16 and 18 in a year were 3,060,
taking out one week for statutory holidays, but the Bill

would reduce that total to 2,550 hours in a fifty-one week

year, or ten hours a week less. Even this limited amount of

overtime ought not to be allowed in an industry injurious to

the health of young people, and a subsection of Clause 70 had

been inserted to meet any case which might arise of increased
hours over forty-eight being injurious to health. The Home

Office had no interest in overtime, but he was not prepared to

say that a young man of 17 was less capable of doing two or

three hours' overtime than the average woman.

Mr. Ellis Smith's amendment was defeated by 34 to 19,
and an amendment to provide that no young person should

work more than fifty hours' overtime in any calendar year was

also defeated.
The Committee adjourned till April 29. On resumption Mr.

RHYS DAVIES moved that the overtime in the factory should

not exceed in the aggregate 100 hours in any calendar year or

six hours in any week, nor occur in more than thirty weeks

in any calendar year. The chairman ruled the amendment

out. Other amendments on the same subject were moved

and withdrawn.

Sir JOHN SIMON moved an amendment to enable the Home

Secretary to order an inquiry where representations were made

'hat in any class or description of factory the overtime

a!Auwed under the Bill could be reduced without serious detri-

ment to the industry. After the inquiry the Home Secretary,
if satisfied, could make regulations reducing the amount of

MAY 8, 1937
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overtime of women or young persons employed in this section
of the industry. The amendment was carried by 23 votes
to 12. The Committee agreed to a further amendment moved
by Sir John Simon enabling him in special conditions to
provide that no woman should be employed overtime for more
than seventy-five hours, and no young person for fifty hours
in any calendar year, and that neither, except as otherwise
provided in regulations, should be employed overtime in a
factory more than six hours in any week or in more than
twenty-five weeks in the calendar year. The clause as amended
was then added to the Bill by 22 votes to 9.

Clause 71 (Supplementary provisions as to overtime) was
also added to the Bill after proposed amendments dealing
with holidays had been defeated.
The Committee adjourned until May 4.

Maternity Services in Scotland
In the House of Lords on April 27 Lord STRATHCONA moved

the second reading of the Maternity Services (Scotland) Bill,
which has passed the House of Commons. He explained that
the main purpose of the Bill was to improve the standard
of domiciliary midwifery in Scotland. It aimed at providing
a domiciliary midwifery service of high standard, securing
adequate nursing and medical and specialist obstetrical services
for women confined at home. Scottish medical men took a
much larger part in midwifery practice than English doctors.
I he Bill took account of this fact, and was therefore not
limited to a midwife service only. Under the arrangement
proposed, every expectant mother who desired to be confined
in her own home would be entitled to obtain the services of
a midwife and a doctor. If the need arose, the doctor would
be at liberty to call for the advice or help of an obstetrician
of recognized standing. A thorough system of ante-natal and
post-natal care would be a fundamental feature of the scheme.
The idea was to have a co-ordinated service of the midwife
and the doctor acting in co-operation, with the assistance, if
need be, of the expert obstetrician.

Local authorities would be free to select the type of
arrangements they preferred for securing the medical services,
so long as the services were adequate. In some areas medical
arrangements, other than those relating to obstetricians, might
be made with all general practitioners in that area who were
willing to take service on the terms offered by the local
authority. In others the ante-natal and post-natal examina-
tions might be carried out at the authority's clinics, and
arrangements made either with all practitioners or a limited
number of those in the area to provide the intra-natal service.
No insuperable difficulty was anticipated in securing the
services of qualified obstetricians in most areas. Adjoining
areas might in some cases find it desirable to combine for
the purpose of this specialist service. As in the case of the
midwife service, the local authority was required to consult
with any local organization representing the medical prac-
titioners in the area before submitting its proposals for the
Department's approval, apd any such organization, if dis-
satisfied, might make representations to the Department.
The remuneration of midwives and doctors participating in

the servicc would be a matter for negotiation between the local
authorities and those with whom they proposed to enter into
agreement, or their representatives. As those fees would be
payable by the local authorities, one of the beneficial aspects of
the scheme would be the elimination of " bad debts," which
had hitherto been a source of much worry, particularly to
midwives.

MEDICAL STUDENTS AND DOMICILIARY MIDWIFERY

Clause 6 of the Bill, the object of which was to prevent
the attendance of unqualified persons on women in childbirth,
contained a proviso exempting from the prohibition medical
students and pupil midwives attending as part of their course
of training. Fears were expressed, while the Bill was under
discussion in the House of Commons, that under this exemp-
tion it might be possible for students and pupil midwives in
the early stages of their training to uhdertake the delivery
of women, and the Secretary of State for Scotland promised

IN PARLIAMENT THE BRITISH
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to look into the question whether there was any possibility
that this might occur. He accordingly arranged a conference
between the Department of Health and representatives of the
university medical schools and of the maternity hospitals
engaged in the training of midwives. The conference was

held on April 23. The representatives of the training bodies
assured the Department that the fears which had been expressed
were groundless. As regarded medical students, they pointed
out that the effect of the recommendations of the General
Medical Council was that no student could undertake any

practical midwifery work uintil the latter part of the fourth
year of his curriculum, and before undertaking any domiciliary
case he must have had adequate theoretical and practical
instruction in midwifery, including the witnessing of
demonstrations and the delivery of women under qualified
supervision in a maternity hospital or ward. They assured
the Department that the arrangements for training in every
Scottish university were such as to ensure the safety of the
patients, and had been recognized by the General Medical
Council as complying with its requirements.

With regard to pupil midwives, the rules of the Central Mid-
wives Board for Scotland secured that the pupil, before under-
taking any domiciliary case, should not only have received
sufficient theoretical and practical instruction, including
demonstrations, but should have delivered, under qualified
supervision, five patients in a maternity hospital or institution
giving a course of training which had been approved by the
Board. No pupil midwife was trained in Scotland otherwise
than in accordance with those rules, which were subject to the
approval of the Department of Health. It was clear, there-
fore, that neither medical stuLdents nor pupil midwives were
sent out to the homes of the people until they had been
properly tested out in the maternity ward, and had satisfied
their teachers that they could be trusted with outside cases.

Lord STRABOLGI welcomed the Bill as a very long step
towards a State medical service.
The Bill was read a second time.
In the House of Lords, on May 4, the Maternity Services

(Scotland) Bill passed through committee without amendment.

Causes of Silicosis
Mr. JAMES GRIFFITHS asked, on April 29, whether the

Secretary for Mines could give information regarding the
claim made by the Institute of Mining and Metallurgy that
recent researches made by the institute had resulted in dis-
coveries capable of reducing the incidence of silicosis in mines
by 90 per cent. Commander SOUTHBY, replying for Captain
Crookshank, said that in a speech on April 22 the President
of the Institute pointed out that among certain categories of
miners on the Rand the incidence of silicosis in 1935 was
90 per cent. less than in the period 1920 to 1923. This im-
provement was attributable to preventive measures-for
example, as regards drilling and shot-firing-which were
already applied in the United Kingdom where risk of silicosis
was to be apprehended, with the exception that in the United
Kingdom there was no system of initial or periodical medical
examinations. The President had also made mention of
recent developments in research into methods of collecting
and examining samples of dust from the air. This was not
suggested to be a case of cause and effect, and the researches
had not yet reached the stage of providing further preventive
measures of practical application.
On May 4 Captain CROOKSHANK, replying to Mr. J.

Griffiths, said that the South African regulations with regard
to silicosis applied only to the scheduled mines which, gener-
ally, were the metalliferous and not the coal mines. As at
present advised, he did not propose, as regards the coal mines
of this country, to displace the method of differentiating
requirements according to risk in favour of-applying the same

requirements to all these mines. The whole matter was, how-
ever, under consideration by the Royal Commission now
sitting.

Training of Blind Persons

Sir KINGSLEY WOOD told Sir WM. JENKINS on April 29
that the test for the certification of blindness in England and
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Wales was that the person was " so blind as to be unable to
perform any work for which eyesight was essential." There
was substantial uniformity in applying this test in accordance
with criteria set out in a circular.
On the same date Mr. OLIVER STANLEY told Sir Wm.

Jenkins that the number of blind boys and girls, as distinct
from the partially sighted, who left the schools for the blind
each year at the age of 16 was about 200. Practically all likely
to be employable entered vocational courses of training. On
March 31, 1936, the total number of boys and girls from
schools for the blind who were being trained was 698. The
Board of Education had no record bf border-line cases of
pupils in schools for the blind, but he agreed with the con-
clusion of the Committee on Partially Sighted Children that
such children should be taught in schools or classes for par-
tially sighted children, and that hardship was involved if they
were educated and brought up as blind and had later to enter
the sighted world, for which their education had not fitted
them.

Midwives Act and Maternity Benefit

On May 3 Mr. DE ROTHSCHILD asked the Minister of
Health whether he would introduce legislation to amend the
National Health Insurance Acts so as to increase the amount
of maternity benefit payable by approved societies, seeing
that the Midwives Act, 1936, by making compulsory the
attendance of a qualified midwife at all confinements, threw
an added financial burden on insured contributors at such
times. Mr. R. S. HUDSON said that the position of a woman
entitled to maternity benefit as regards the arrangements for
attendance at her confinement was not materially affected by
the provisions of the Midwives Act, 1936. The National
Health Insurance Acts had always contemplated that such a
woman should be attended either by a medical practitioner
or a qualified midwife. The Midwives Act expressly pro-
vided that the fees charged by local authorities for the
services of their midwives might be remitted in whole or in
part where the circumstances justified such remission. The
Minister of Health did riot, therefore, consider that the
coming into operatiort of the new Midwives Act afforded
any reason for the suggested amendment of the National
Health Insurance Act.

Maternal Mortality.-On May 4 Mr. R. S. HUDSON, reply-
ing to Mr. G. Griffiths, said that for 1936 the deaths classified
to pregnancy and childbearing in England and Wales were
2,302, while the deaths not classified to those causes but
returned as associated therewith were 677. These figures were
provisional.

Medical News
As the House of the British Medical Association (in-
cluding the Library) will be closed on Coronation Day
(Wednesday, May 12) all editorizl communications and
advertisements intended for the issue of the British
Medical Journal of May 15 should reach the Editor and
the Financial Secretary and Business Manager respeceively
by Monday, May 10, at the latest. The House of the
Association will also be closed for the Whitsun holiday
from 6 p.m. on Friday, May 14, to 9 a.m. on Tuesday,
May 18 (Library 10 a.m.).
The House and Library of the Royal Society of

Medicine will be closed for the Coronation and Whitsun
from Wednesday, May 12, to Tuesday, May 18, both days
inclusive.
The Glasgow University Club, London, will dine at the

Trocadero Restaurant, W., on Friday, May 28, at 7.15 for
7.30 p.m., with Principal Sir Hector Hetherington in the
chair. The Earl of Derby will be the guest of the chair-
man. Any Glasgow University men who, though not mem-
bers of the club, desire to attend are requested to com-
municate with the honorary secretaries, 62, Harley House,
London, N.W.1. -

In our advertisement columns this week the London
County Council invites applications for the appointment
of a coroner for the County of London at a salary of
£1,700 per annum.
The Rt. Hon. Arthur Greenwood, M.P., will perform

the opening ceremony of the Metropolitan Borough of
Hackney's Maternity and Child Welfare Centre at 136,
Richmond Road, Hackney, to-day (Saturday, May 8) at
4 p.m.
We are asked to announce that the May meeting of

the South-West London Medical Society (originally fixed
for May 12) will be held at the Bolingbroke Hospital,
Wandsworth Common, S.W., on Wednesday, May 19, at
9 p.m., when Dr. Wilfred Sheldon will speak on
"Abdominal Distension in Children.'3
The Court of Inquiry appointed by the Minister of

Labour to investigate and report on the issues involved
in the London omnibus strike has been meeting daily this
week at the Middlesex Guildhall. On Monday Dr. James
Woodhall, chief medical officer at Manor House Hospital,
N.W., was called by Mr. Bevin on behalf of the men,
and gave evidence regarding complaints of irregularity
of meals and irregular hours of work, the constant vibra-
tion of buses, fumes from motor engines, and the increased
nervous tension attributable to the speeding up of services.
Dr. H. B. W. Morgan, medical officer to the Trades Union
Congress, referred to the number of complaints of gastric
symptoms, etc., received from men in transport work, and
classified these into digestive symptoms and neuro-
muscular symptoms. He shared Dr. Woodhall's im-
pression that there was a higher incidence of gastric
trouble among omnibus drivers and conductors than
among other classes of workers. On Tuesday Dr. Millais
Culpin, professor of medical industrial psychology at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, gave
evidence regarding his examination of a number of bus
drivers at the Manor House Hospital diagnosed as suffer-
ing from gastric disturbances. He agreed with Mr. Bevin
that his preliminary studies led him to the view that there
was at least a strong prima-facie case for a thorough
investigation into the effects upon the nervous system of
speed, vibration, fumes, and inspection.
Queen Mary has appointed Mr. C. B. Goulden, O.B.E.,

F.R.C.S., as Surgeon Oculist, and Mr. Francis Donovan,
C.V.O., L.D.S. R.C.S., as Surgeon Dentist to Her Majesty's
Household.
The Council of the Royal Institute of Public Health

has awarded the Harben Gold Medal to Sir Frederick
Gowland Hopkins, O.M., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., professor of
biochemistry in the University of Cambridge. The Harben
Gold Medal is awarded triennially, under a trust created
by the late Sir Henry Harben, to the person, irrespective
of nationality, who, in the opinion of the council of the
Institute, has rendered the most eminent services to public
health. Past recipients of the gold medal include Louis
Pasteur, John Simon, Max von Pettenkofer, Lister, Koch,
Metchnikoff, Behring, Roux, Ronald Ross, Sherrington,
and Kitasato.

According to the Morning Post of April 24 Mr. David
Fingard, the American chemist whose formula for the
treatment of asthma and bronchial complaints was left
in this country in trust with Sir Harold Fawcus, Sir
Arthur Stanley, and Sir Hubert Gough, was on April 23
refused admission to this country by the Dover alien
immigration authorities.
On April 23 a portrait of himself, painted by Sir William

Rothenstein, was presented to Dr. E. H. Colbeck at the
City of London Hospital for Diseases of the Heart and
Lungs, to mark his retirement from the visiting staff.
According to the American Hospital Association only

25 per cent. of all hospitals in the United States with
200 or more beds have a dental service, though 95 per
cent. of the patients need dental attention.
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